The UCS contains a number of Bopomofo characters in the Bopomofo block (U+3100-U+312F) and the Bopomofo Extended block (U+31A0-U+31BF). One character is missing, and is proposed here for encoding at U+312D, as BOPOMOFO LETTER IH.

The character, 㔫 (an upside-down U+3113 ฉบ BOPOMOFO LETTER ZH), was once used in the Republic of China to denote the vowel [ɚ] as in ㄓ zhi, ㄔ chi, ㄕ shi, and ㄖ ri (Wade-Giles spelling chih, ch’ih, shih, and jih), and the vowel [i] in ㄗ zi, ㄘ ci, and ㄕ si (Wade-Giles spelling tzü, tz’ü, and szü) when either sound is written in isolation. The form ㄑㄫ would be redundant, however, as the [ɚ] is inherent in the ㄑ. The character was never encoded in standards of either the People’s Republic of China or of Taiwan.

Evidence for this character is given in a table of simplified Chinese characters (第一批简体字表) issued by the government of the Republic of China in 1935. The authority for the publication for the table of simplified characters was the “Ministry of Education” (中華民國教育部); it was published 1935-08-21. The tables were reprinted in the book “现行汉字规范问题” (Xiànxing Hánzì guīfàn wèntì, ISBN 7-100-03652-6) published in 2002.

Unicode character properties

312D;BOPOMOFO LETTER IH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
Figure 1. Example showing BOPOMOFO LETTER IH, in a list of characters with the 市 rhyme.

Figure 2. Example showing BOPOMOFO LETTER IH, stating that the letter is only used for discussing the /i/ sound in zhi, chi, shi, ri, zi, ci, and si in isolation, not in spelling these sounds in bopomofo.
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